AGRICOLTURA CAPODARCO
TRAINING MINUTES
17 - 21 September 2018-10-13
Italy

Participants:
Hungarian Quality Compost Association (P1) – Aranka Kléger, Apolka Ujj, Zsuzsanna Jeney
Diversity Foundation (P2) – Beatrix Csapó, Júlia Csibi, Bernadett Bánki-Miklós
Ruskin Mill Trust (P3) – Ricardo Pereira, Berni Courts
Tiszasas Municipality (P4) –Gábor Gyói, Dániel Nagy
WWOOF Hungary (P5) – Katalin Varga, Gergő Nagy-Mélykúti, Péter Pfeffer
University of South Bohemia (P6) – Jan Moudry, Jaroslav Bernas, Tomas Chovanec
Agricoltura Capodarco (P7) – Ilaria Signoriello, Alessandro Serra, Salvatore Stingo
Special Guest Don Franco Monterubbianesi and Marco Saracin from Padova

Sunday 16th welcoming dinner at Agricoltura Capodarco Restaurant

Monday, 17th September
The group gathered at Agricoltura Capodarco
for a warm welcome breakfast served by
Franco (employee with special needs) and then
started the training week.
This day focused to the Genius Loci idea, so we
started with a walk to the close San Nilo Abbey,
the main symbol of Grottaferrata and part of
Capodarco identity. Two of Capodarco wine
are dedicated to the Abbey “White Sal Nilo
organic wine” and “Red San Nilo organic wine.
A local tourist guide leaded us into the beauty
and “spirit” of this stunning Abbey, also known
with the name of Santa Maria di
Grottaferrata and consecrated in 1024 by the
Pope John XIX, hosts the Basilian religious who
follow the byzantine rite, precisely of the
Church of Constantinople. The monastery was
founded approximately 50 years before the
schism of the East and after it the cenoby
criptense remained always faithful to the
Church of Rome.
After the visit to the San Nilo Abbey, the group went on the city centre of Grottaferrata and met with
the local life. Restaurant, Shop, shelter laboratory, wine cellar, house Family Anna Rita: In each sector
the group had the chance to meet and talk to key person and also with the end users included in
training or employed be AC or with Orietta Contalini, which is the “mum” of House Anna Rita where
Franco, Frabrizio and Don Franco are living. In AC there 4 house family.
Restaurant: Franco (in the middle in claret t-shirt) is living in the farm, he was the person that mostly
took care of the group breakfast and lunch.

Ilaria - our host - explained how AC started, including the development after the foundation in the
1978, when Don Franco Monterubbianesi decided to start a community life together in the farm with
a group of disable people.
Shelter laboratory for mental disable people “Viva-Io”: It is a shelter laboratory where people with
mental and psychological disabilities are principally engaged in floriculture activities in the
greenhouse, in synergy to the agricultural context and the all farms. The project creates an
experimental process with a strong social, therapeutic and rehabilitation significance which facilitates
the increased autonomy sphere of subjects, including through the ""training"" and working in a
specific field perfectly integrated in the daily agricultural and commercial activities of the cooperative
itself. They do offer also an external service for private garden in addition to complete the offer of the
Restaurant of the farm with decoration for marriage and special celebrations of event. The group could
see and talk to the end users and see them at work. Alessandro Serra and Sara Nigri explained how
the Viva-Io works. Alessandro is a professional educators and Sara Nigri is the landscape Architect,
mainly responsible for the craft activities.
Shop: Marina Bottomei and Alessandro (employee with special needs) explained to the group the AC
products and how the shop is organized and they answered to the question of the group. Alessandro
started with a training in AC, then he had the chance to do one year of National civil services, after he
could carry on working with Marina in the shop thanks to another program supporting young adult to
find a job. Today is an employee and he is a very good worker supporting Marina in the shop.

House family Ana Rita: the group could see the
house and meet Orietta. She explained briefly
her story and her passion for music. She is the
singer of the “wheel chair “group a very special
band. She is the mum of the whole group and
a pillar of AC. She was “adopted” by Milly and
Memmo founder together with Don Franco of
Agricoltura Capodarco. Milly and Memmo
were married by don Franco the 8th of August
1970, they were disabled people of great
humanity and cultural depth, they undertook,
with the help of numerous volunteers and
conscientious objectors, agricultural activity,

with the aim of creating a "normal" living and
working space and not an exclusive setting.

After the lunch and a short break to enjoy the
sun and an amazing weather, the group met
with Don Franco Monetrubbianesi, founder of
Capodarco Community and AC. The group had
also the chance to meet the Italian Vice
Minister of university and Research, Lorenzo
Fioramonti. The meeting was very fruitful and
we could present our project to a member of
Italian Government. The afternoon carry on
with Don Franco who tried to explain
Capodarco’s genius loci, the driving Spirit that

since 1966 led the Capodarco Community. Don Franco is the real Genius Loci of Capodarco.
Tuesday, 18th of September

The group moved to Mistica Social Farm. Pino Liberotti, member of the local neighbourhood
committee, was waiting for us to explain about the story and development of Tenuta della Mistica
Park where Mistica Social Fam is located.
Before started walking through the park, the Group met Alessandra Spagnoli and Antonella Belanzano,
responsible for the social activities in the Mistica farm. Alessandra is a biologist and Antonella is a
professional educators. The group met also the participants attending a training In agriculture and
catering within a project called “orto per mille” and addressed to migrant and asylum seeker.
Visit to Mistica Park: Liberotti explained that The Park is also called park of Legality because of the
presence of Capitano Ultimo Association that is running two house family for minors at risk, 1 social
canteen, one vegetable garden, one social restaurant. Capitano Ultimo was a former member of
Italian army that find out Toto Rina, the bloody mafia boss, that wanted the death of the judges
Falcone and Borsellino.
After a walk in the park up to the Roman aqueduct that is located at the end of the park (genius loci
walk), the group could clearly see that Mistica is a green area in the middle of the most difficult and
peripheral area of Rome. Then the group moved to see the activities run by Capitan Ultimo: leather
workshop, vegetable garden and social canteen. Capitan Ultimo is mainly engaged with the social and
working integration of Roma people and the group could meet and speak with some of them included
in the different activities.
After the visit to Capitan Ultimo, the group moved back to Mistica social farm where Alessandra and
Bruno, took us to see AC vegetable production. The morning session ended with a nice lunch prepared
by participants of training in agriculture. Most of them coming from the sub-Saharan aria. In the
afternoon the group had a meeting with Massimo Fiorio, former vice president of Agricolture
Commission at the Italian Parliament and first signatory of the Italian Law 141/2015 about social
farming.

This was an opportunity to confront on the
importance or not of national legislation and
also an opportunity to share and compare
situation at national level. We got to know that
Capodarco made a covenant with other 8
social farms they keep in their farm shops the
others products also (make a wider range and
help each other with this). And a new initiative
they sell mixed boxes at the end of the year. In
these boxes there are products from all the 9
social farms and they undertake to sell 200
boxes/shops. Good to see a collaboration like
this. In the late afternoon the group moved to
the Ancient Appia way. After a short walk we
reached the land and new challenge of AC. In
this 20 hectares AC is waiting for organic
certification. There are 5 hectares of new
vineyard and 15 hectares of spelled, barley.
This land is a long term rental as almost all the
land where Capodarco do farming.
Wednesday, 19th September
The whole group left AC for a morning experience of grape harvest together with the guys of Viva Io.
This was a very beautiful morning that allow the group to see the guys at work in a different contest
and how they are good in their job activities, each one according to their possibility and totally
integrated with the whole team of work. The group was joined also by a delegation of French students
coming from the twinning tow of Grottaferrata, spending a training in Capodarco.

The afternoon carried on with a focus on “Catering activities and working and social integration of
vulnerable people” held by Alessandra Spagnoli and Antonella Balanzano. This was an opportunity
for the group to deepen how the social and therapeutically activities are run and which is the network
involved in this. The afternoon ended up with a wine tasting of AC wine, held by Simone Pulcini that
is the wine cellarer. He took us to the wine cellar to taste first the must and to explain how the cellar
works and some technical details related to sulphites free wine.

Thursday, 20th September
The group left toward Capezzai social
enterprise producing fresh pasta with the
working inclusion of mental disable people.
Capezzaia is selling its product to COOP, one of
the main Italian chain of supermarket.
Capezzai is the brand of Capodarco pasta
production. This started as a shelter
laboratories for mental disable people in
Capodarco, thanks to the agreement with
COOP and the partnership of a fresh pasta
producer that was failing for the lack of
market. Salvatore Stingo is the president of
Capezzai, that is waiting for organic
certification. The new challenge would be
gluten free pasta.

After lunch the project partners had a two
hours session about the tasks and deadlines.
Started with the Czech partners cause next
international meeting will be held in the Czech
Republic, and Jan let us know the planned
program and we agreed in the date. Then Jan
informed us about the state of the Economic
viability module, which was followed by a
general discussion on the project, future tasks
and the small groups for each output.

Friday, 21st of September
The whole morning was dedicated to experience the life of the farm. The group was divided in small
groups and integrated in the different activities: restaurant, shop, wine cellar, Viva-io. The group work
together with AC staff including the disable people employed or in training or in the shelter laboratory.

We got to know details from the work of "inhabitants", the workstyle of Capodarco and others. Like
in Viva Io the day start with a communication, where everybody get to know what will be his task on
that day. Also heard a story about a chef of the restaurant. Who was a really experienced and skillfull
one, but when they went out for serve the catering on an event and he said disabled colleauges are
not welcomed outside (he didn't want to work them outside the restaurant), he was said leave the
organisation because this behaviour is not working here. Also we were informed that the Labour Office
send the disabled colleagues to the Viva Io group. It usually happen if the restaurant do catering in an
event, the Viva Io group makes the decoration. The afternoon carried on with the internal partner
meeting important to finalise the next step and task to be achieved.
Before the end of the program Ilaria conducted a brief review of the whole week asking also to each
member of the group write down their feelings, thoughts, impressions, and consideration about
Agricoltura Capodarco.

It was again a nice week together, see you soon in May 2019.
The partners we are proud of:

Agreed tasks and deadlines for the next project period, Sept 2018 – Apr 2019.
Small working groups

Leader

Members

O1/1 PSTE theory module

Ricardo P.

Aranka/Apolka, Juli/Trixi

O1/2 PSTE practice module

Ricardo P.

Aranka/Apolka, Juli, Gábor/Ildikó, Kata/Péter, Ilaria

O1/3 Characteristic of end-users module

O2

Open Education Resources

Beatrix Cs. Aranka/Apolka, Juli, Ricardo, Gábor/Ildikó, Laura, Ila
Aranka/Apolka, Ricardo, Ilaria, Tomas/Jaroslav
Jan M.
Aranka, Gábor/Ildikó, Kata, Laura/Péter, Tomas,
Ricardo P. Ilaria
Aranka/Apolka, Ricardo, Gábor/Ildikó, Jaroslav, Ilaria
Tamás V.

O3

Mentor network

Aranka K.

Apolka, Ricardo, Kata

O4/1 Economic viability booklet

Jan M.

Aranka/Apolka, Ricardo, Ilaria, Tomas/Jaroslav

O4/2 Video about PSTE and crafts

Gergő M.N. Aranka, Apolka, Ricardo
Ricardo P. Gábor/Ildikó, Ilaria, Kata, Tomas

O1/4 Economic viability module
O1/5 Localization module

O4/3 Economic viability models collection

Small group leaders need to actively work towards having each Intellectual Output ready before the
beginning of the pilot trainings (March 2020). Every small group must have an action plan until 1st of
October, to be uploaded in the GDrive in the Intellectual Output folder.
Action plan expected content in the training modules:
Competence chart (example in the GDrive folder O1/3),
development of the module content (filling the curriculum template in the GDrive in your IO folder),
description of the used method (work in the methods template on the GDrive in your IO folder),
regarding to the Localization module, a formula need to be prepare for the participants.
Small group leaders are expected to inform the project manager in the beginning of every month, via
Skype or email, about the progress of their small group work.
Agreement was reached about the length of the mentor training:
1st module PSTE theory (spirit of place)
2nd module PSTE practice (theory)
2nd module PSTE practice (practice)
3rd module Characteristic of end-users
4th module Economic viability
5th module Localization
Length of the training

0.5 day
0.5 day
1 day
1 day
1.5 day
0.5 day
5 days

Dissemination as a priority in Erasmus+ KA2 projects until the 2020 phase!
Dissemination can only be accepted if the Revitalist logo is visible in the program of an event, the same
applies for an article. In case of an event, Revitalist should also be mentioned as a point on the program

or included in the agenda. An outline of the project should be included in any dissemination activity
(as it happens with articles written and published about Revitalist). The following disseminations have
happened so far:
MMKT

2 articles (international), 1 presentation (national)

Diversity Foundation

2 articles (international)

Ruskin Mill

2 articles (international), 1 article (local), 1 event (local)

Tiszasas

1 event (local)

WWOOF Hungary

1 facebook post (national), 1 youtube video (national)

USB

1 article (international), lecture (local), 2 presentations (national, internat)

Capodarco

1 facebook post (national), 1 festival (national), 2 trainings (national)

Please make sure that all the disseminations made by your organization is included (are uploaded) in
the dissemination table in the GDrive, and keep it up-to-date.
Agenda:


Time sheets need to be uploaded every 3rd months (Aug-Sept-Oct, Nov-Dec-Jan, Feb-MarApr). This is essential for the second payment to be made to us in time!



Task deadlines regarding Intellectual Outputs are to be decided by the small group leaders.
The first deadline regarding Intellectual Outputs is 1stof October 2018: upload action plan in
GDrive!



Minutes for the 2nd Short term joint staff training by Ilaria – 15th October 2018.



Newsletter about the 2nd Short term joint staff training by Aranka – 20th November 2018.



2nd Focus group meeting by Diversity Foundation – 30th October 2018.



Preparing a Template for the used methods during the training modules by Aranka – 1st
October 2018.

Please note: Delays on the deadlines for Intellectual Outputs and Time sheets will cause a delay in
the next payment instalment.

